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Solvation free energies via alchemical simulations:
let’s get honest about sampling, once more
Piero Procacci,∗a
Free energy perturbation (FEP) approaches with stratification see widespread and increasing
use in computational studies of biologically relevant molecules. However, when the molecular
system are characterized by a complex conformational free energy landscape, the assessment
of convergence remains a concern for many practitioners. The sampling problem in FEP has
been authoritatively addressed in a recent perspective paper [ D. Mobley, J. Comput. Aided Mol.
Des., 26, 93 2012 ], incisively entitled “Let’s get honest about sampling”. Here, I return on the
issue of sampling in the determination of the octanol-water partition coefficient for a synthetic
precursor of Kinase inhibitors that has been included in the recent extension of the SAMPL6
blind challenge of LogP coefficients. I will show, that even for this simple compound, whose
conformational space is essentially dictated by two sp3 rotable bonds connecting rigid planar units,
canonical sampling using standard techniques can be surprisingly hard to achieve. I will also show
how the conformational sampling problem can be effectively bypassed using unidirectional and
bidirectional non equilibrium work methods, reliably recovering the solvation energy with minimal
methodological uncertainty.
Introduction
The determination of reliable solvation free energies using com-
putational approaches is central in in silico drug discovery. Sol-
vation free energies differences of drug size molecules in aque-
ous and hydrophobic phases (e.g. water/octanol partition co-
efficients, LogP) are useful for predicting the distribution of
drugs within the body. Binding free energies themselves can be
viewed1,2 as the difference between the solvation free energy of
the ligand in bulk solvent and in the composite environment of
the protein binding pocket.
Solvation free energies and binding free energies of drug size
molecules can nowadays be computed using seemingly well es-
tablished computational techniques based on Free Energy Pertur-
bation method (FEP)3 with the system being represented by ac-
curate atomistic force fields.4–6 In FEP, the free energy between
two end states, say 1 (gas-phase solute) and 0 (solvated solute),
is given by
e−β∆G = 〈e−β∆U 〉0 (1)
where ∆U = U1−U0 is the potential energy difference between
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gas-phase and solvated solute and the canonical average 〈.〉0 is
done with the Hamiltonian of state 0. The dominant contribution
to the exponential average in Eq. 1 comes from the configurations
that are typical of state 1. When there is little overlap between
the energy distributions at 0 and 1, these dominant microstates
are generated very rarely using conventional molecular dynamics
simulations (MD), leading to slow convergence.
To enhance accuracy, FEP approaches are normally imple-
mented using the so-called stratification strategy or multistage
sampling along a suitably defined “alchemical” coordinate λ ,
whereby the system is simulated in an appropriate number n of
intermediate states corresponding to values of λ between 0 and
1, leading to the expression
e−β∆G =
n−1
∑
i=0
〈e−β (U(λi+1)−U(λi)〉λi (2)
where, typically, U(λ ) =U0 +λ (U1−U0). The solvation free en-
ergy is thus obtained as a sum of the free energy changes between
consecutive λ states along the alchemical path with significant
overlap of the corresponding potential energy distribution func-
tions. The “curse”7 of the exponential averages can be avoided
altogether by storing just the U(λi)’s for each stratum8 during
the simulation and exploiting, in an inexpensive post-processing
stage, powerful bidirectional maximum likelihood estimators like
the so-called Bennett Acceptance Ratio (BAR).9
Stratification is costly since one has to perform n equilibrium
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MD simulations to recover ∆G as a sum of BAR determined ∆Gi.
On the other hand, these simulations are independent and can be
performed in parallel with no communication overhead.
Although on paper the method may appear rather straightfor-
ward, the technicalities of modern FEP strategies are by all means
non trivial.8,10–14 The basic problem in implementing Eq. 2 is
that of “choosing the alchemical protocol so that the total uncer-
tainty for the transformation is the one which has an equal contri-
bution to the uncertainty across every point along the alchemical
path”,15 a task that would require the prior knowledge of the de-
pendence of ∆G on λ .8 Besides, the rate of convergence of the
canonical averages in the i-th stratum depends on the value of
λi in an unknown way.14 So, for example, barriers between con-
formational states in complex molecular solutes in polar solvents
can increase dramatically when the screening between polar or
charged moieties is gradually switched off along the alchemical
path, hence making convergence at low values of λ extremely
hard. A poor convergence in a single stratum may lead to a sig-
nificant error in the final solvation free energy.
In the context of FEP with stratification, various workarounds
to these difficulties have been devised. Among the most pop-
ular, we may cite here the so-called λ -hopping techniques16,17
and the FEP/REST technology (FEP/Replica exchange with so-
lute tempering).18 Both these approach are based on the Hamil-
tonian Replica exchange method (HREM).19 In λ -hopping sim-
ulations, the n independent simulations are lumped in a sin-
gle replica exchange simulation on a generalized ensemble (GE)
spanning the whole range [0,1] of the alchemical coordinate.
Contiguous replicas attempt exchanges of their λ values at reg-
ular time intervals with a probability of acceptance regulated
by a Metropolis criterion. In this manner one should have in
principle n weakly communicating GE walkers crossing back and
forth the stratification along the λ alchemical coordinate, possi-
bly enhancing the sampling of conformational states separated by
λ -dependent barriers with minimal computational overhead. It
should be stressed, however, that λ -hopping, while mixing states
from different Hamiltonians, has no effect whatsoever on the bar-
rier heights between conformational states and hence cannot be
considered, strictly speaking, as an enhanced sampling technique.
The FEP/REST approach was implemented as a modification
of the λ -hopping technique precisely to overcome the sampling
issue that are inherent in this technique. In FEP/REST some se-
lected degrees of freedom of the solute are heated at intermediate
λ values using a stratum-dependent scaling factor on an appro-
priate part of the potential energy function, smoothing conforma-
tional barriers and enhancing in this manner transitions between
conformational minima. The extra scaling of the potential energy
adds up to the overall ∆U between two contiguous strata so that
this may require an increase of the total number of strata, n, in
order to preserve the overlap between energy distributions and
hence a smooth diffusion of the walkers in the GE.
In spite of these advances, the FEP approach, especially when
dealing with complex molecular solutes, may be still be plagued
by typical HREM convergence problems, related to long round-
trip times, bottlenecks, non communicating sub-ensemble ulti-
mately leading to inhomogeneous, non converged stratum dis-
tribution of the GE walkers. H-REM-based FEP methodologies
are still a matter of specialists and developers, with end users of
MD packages mostly using the standard (non HREM-based) FEP
technique described in the reference tutorials.20 In all FEP-based
submissions in the recent LogP/SAMPL6 challenge,21 probably
assuming a rather tame conformational landscape of the solutes,
H-REM/FEP or FEP/REST were never used.
What is hardly grasped by the average FEP practitioner is that
for each λi one has to provide a simulation time that guarantees
stability (i.e. convergence) of all configurational averages, i.e.
statistical equilibrium must be attained on each point along the al-
chemical coordinate. Best practice indications8,22 cannot cover all
possible sampling issues that could be faced in a complex molecu-
lar system. In case of highly flexible molecules such as many com-
mon drug-sized compounds, the emphasis on overlap and equal
variance of potential energy distributions may be even mislead-
ing, leading to probe the free energy of a single unimportant con-
formational local minimum while all “best practice” diagnostic
parameters (overlap, variance distribution) are apparently fine.
In this regard, few years ago David Mobley, one of the fore-
most organizers of the SAMPL project23–25 and a leading scien-
tist in computational biochemistry, wrote a seminal paper26 en-
titled “Let’s get honest about sampling”, focused on the issue of
adequate sampling in free energy calculations of complex molec-
ular systems using classical force fields. According to Mobley, the
discrepancies that are often observed in computed solvation or
binding free energies “get [in most cases] blamed on force field
deficiencies”, rather than on specific sampling problems, eventu-
ally arguing that the latter and not the former “may be a leading
cause of error. [..] With adequate sampling, we can quantitatively
assess the accuracy of a particular force field, identify deficiencies,
and improve it. Without adequate sampling, there is no such path
forward.” Unfortunately, this remarkable paper did not receive,
by any means, the attention it deserved, and testing the adequacy
of sampling in FEP studies remains rather scant in the specialist
literature.
In this paper I return on the issue of sampling in the deter-
mination of the water octanol partition coefficient for a syn-
thetic precursor of specific Kinase inhibitors, namely the N-
[3-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]quinazolin-4-amine (SM02), that has
been included in the extension of the SAMPL6 blind challenge of
LogP coefficients.27 I will show that even for this simple molecule,
whose conformational space is essentially dictated by two sp3
rotable bonds connecting rigid planar units, canonical sampling
in the standard FEP approach can be surprisingly hard to achieve,
even using simulation times as long as 8 ns per λ state.
I will also show how the solvation energy can be reliably recov-
ered, with minimal methodological uncertainty, using unidirec-
tional and bidirectional non equilibrium work methods (NEW).
The suggestive acronym “NEW” has been used in Ref.8 very likely
referring to the novelty of the technique, which is based on
theorems in non equilibrium thermodynamics discovered at the
end the past century.28,29 Remarkably, NEW-based techniques re-
quires adequate sampling of just the end thermodynamic states
at λ = 0,1, which can be effectively implemented using a very
efficient HREM on torsional tempering.30 Starting from a rep-
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resentative sample of the end state, the FEP stratification is re-
placed by launching several fast independent trajectories where
the alchemical coordinate is rapidly and continuously driven to a
final non equilibrium phase point of the other end state, eventu-
ally producing a non equilibrium work distribution. In this fash-
ion, given that adequate sampling has been reached in the initial
equilibrium states, the free energy can be computed straightfor-
wardly using either bidirectional or unidirectional approaches by
exploiting very general NE theorems. Most importantly, the confi-
dence level of the free energy can in essence be related to a single
parameter, i.e the variance of the non equilibrium work distri-
butions.7,8,31,32 As such, the non equilibrium stage in NEW can
be easily implemented with ideal parallel scaling, thus allowing
to reconstruct, in a single parallel job, the work distributions in
a matter of few minutes (in the case of the LogP of SM02) on
moderns multi-cores platforms.
In spite of the fact that NEW methods have been already ap-
plied quite successfully to solvation free energies33,34 as well to
drug-receptor35–37, host-guest38,39 and even protein-protein32
binding free energies, the vast majority of practitioners still stick
to FEP-based technology. In the recent LogP/SAMPL6 challenge,
NEW was used only in my submissions. This reluctance in us-
ing NEW is probably due to incomplete or far-stretched analysis
studies,31,40 or to discouraging sentences in authoritative reviews
such as22 “we do not recommend that beginners use these [NEW]
methods, as they add an extra degree of complication to both the
simulation and the analysis”.
In this paper, besides explicitly showing why in FEP-based stud-
ies we should get honest about sampling even in apparently sim-
ple cases, I shall try to convince beginners and practitioners that
the NEW approach, contrary to the common belief, is indeed ex-
tremely simple, fast and can be far more reliable, for sound phys-
ical reasons, with respect to a “best practice” FEP computations
in cases where a complex free energy conformational landscape
is at stake.
Computational details
SM02 is depicted in Figure 1. The molecule is composed by a
trifluoromethyl-phenyl and quinazolin moieties connected to a
secondary amine. Neglecting the CF3 free internal rotator, the
conformational space of this molecule is dictated by the two
amino rotable sp3 bonds. The SM02 rotamers can be clustered
into four main conformers which can be classified according to
the gauche (G) or anti (A) setup of the two dihedral angles as
indicated in the figure. “G” and “A” states are defined to have
dihedral angle in the range |θ | ≤ 60◦, and 120◦ ≤ |θ | ≤ 180◦, re-
spectively. The selected force field for SM02 was GAFF241 with
AM1/BCC charges42. Atom types assignment and atomic charges
calculation were done using the web interface PrimaDORAC.43
The parametrization of the explicit water solvent in hydration
free energy calculations is done using the recently developed
OPC344 three-point site model. For 1-octanol as a solvent, we
have adopted the PrimaDORAC generated GAFF2 force field pa-
rameters set. Such parametrization yields a density of 0.81 g/cm3
and a dielectric constant of 6.1 in standard conditions, in satisfa-
cory agreement with the experimental values45 of 0.83 g/cm3
Fig. 1 SM02 molecule (left) and main conformational clusters (right)
classified (see text) according to the two dihedral angles traced with a
dashed line on the left.
and 10.3, respectively. The SM02 molecule was considered in the
neutral form (no protonated amino group).
Solvation free energies were evaluated by dissolving the solute
in about 1240 water molecules or 125 molecules of octanol in a
cubic MD box. All simulations were done in the NPT isothermal-
isobaric ensemble, yielding a mean side-length around 32-33 Å in
both water and 1-octanol. The external pressure was set to 1
atm using a Parrinello-Rahman Lagrangian46 with isotropic stress
tensor while temperature was held constant at 300 K using three
Nosé Hoover-thermostats coupled to the translational degrees of
freedom of the systems and to the rotational/internal motions of
the solute and of the solvent. The equations of motion were in-
tegrated using a multiple time-step r-RESPA scheme47 with a po-
tential subdivision specifically tuned for bio-molecular systems in
the NPT ensemble.46,48. The long range cut-off for Lennard-Jones
interactions was set to 13 Å in all cases. Long range electrostatic
were treated using the Smooth Particle Mesh Ewald method,49
with an α parameter of 0.38 Å−1, a grid spacing in the direct lat-
tice of about 1 Å and a fourth order B-spline interpolation for the
gridded charge array.
The Hamiltonian Replica exchange simulations in water or 1-
octanol solution and gas-phase SM02 are done using torsional
tempering. Torsional tempering, a specialized solute tempering50
scheme described for the first time in Ref.30, allows to surgically
enhance the sampling on the relevant degrees of freedom of the
system keeping the replica number to a minimum. For SM02,
the scaling involves just the torsional potentials (including 1-4
non bonded interactions) around the two amino rotable bonds
shown in Figure 1 with a minimum scaling factor of c = 0.1, cor-
responding to a “torsional temperature” of 3000 K. Only the scal-
ing factors are communicated among replicas, minimizing inter-
processor communication and hence allowing for frequent ex-
change attempts (15 fs). As discussed in Ref.51, where the effect
of exchange attempts frequency was analyzed in a series of HREM
simulations of peptides in explicit solvent, “exchanges should be
attempted extremely often, providing gains in efficiency and no
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undesired effects.”
The torsional GE space is covered using four replicas only, with
the scale factors30 cm = c(m−1)/3.
Fig. 2 HREM torsional energy (see text) distributions (from left to right
c1 = 1, c2 = 0.464, c3 = 0.215, c4 = 0.1) of SM02 in gas-phase (λ = 1),
water and 1-octanol (λ = 0.0)
In Figure 2, I report the torsional energy distribution obtained
in a 8 ns H-REM simulation in the four replicas for SM02 in the
gas-phase, in water and in octanol. As it can be seen, the over-
lap of contiguous energy replica distributions is significant in all
media. In all media, acceptance ratios are between 20% and 60%
while round-trip times are of the order of 1 ps or less. Further de-
tails on HREM convergence (Replica exchange rates and GE states
probability distributions for each replica walker) are provided in
the Supporting Information. All calculations were done using the
program ORAC.37 The ORAC code, including the source, can be
freely downloaded from the site http://www.chim.unifi.it/orac or
from the mirror http://lx03.sm.chim.unifi.it/orac.
Results
A pre-analysis for a FEP implementation on SM02
FEP calculations of solvation or binding free energies are nor-
mally done using standardized protocols prepared for the most
popular simulation packages.4,52,53 In most of these specialized
tutorials,20 simple examples are usually provided with simulation
times per λ states that rarely exceed few hundreds of picoseconds.
The issue of convergence is either not addressed at all (gromacs
tutorial), or only vaguely alluded such as “a more serious simula-
tion project [with respect to the tutorial example] would need to
run much longer to reach convergence and also may need addi-
tional λ -points (NAMD tutorial)”. The hydration of ethanol, ac-
cording to the gromacs tutorial, can be achieved simulating with
conventional MD for 200 ps per stratum in six λ strata. This indi-
Fig. 3 Time record of the dihedral angles of SM02 (see Figure 1) in the
gas-phase, in water and in 1-octanol at 300K, obtained on the target
state (c= 1) of HREM (upper panels) and with standard MD (lower
panels).
cation is consistent with the slow growth/annihilation simulation
of ethanol in water, yielding a reversible path in less than 2 ns.33
SM02 is made of mostly rigid units and should have a relatively
tame conformational landscape. Hence one would expect to use
a similar setup for FEP calculations of solvation energy.
In Figure 2, I report the time record of the last (supposedly
equilibrated) 4 ns of the two dihedral angles of SM02 (indicated
in Figure 1) obtained in the gas-phase, in water and in octanol
during a conventional 8 ns MD simulation and in a HREM 8 ns
simulation(target state) with torsional tempering. In the HREM
simulations, sampling of the all four conformational states is uni-
form with distribution reflecting the canonical probability at the
target state c = 1. In the standard MD simulations, sampling of
the dihedral angles in all media proceeds by jumps, related to the
rare events of the interchange between A and G conformations.
The G state in one of the two dihedral angles (the black trait)
is never visited in both water and 1-octanol while it appears to
be over-sampled in the gas-phase. It should also be noted that
conformational sampling (expressed by the frequency of the GA
swaps) in conventional simulation is much harder in the decou-
pled solute (gas-phase). This should come with no surprise due to
the fact that, in the solvent, GA jumps can be triggered by molec-
ular collisions. Thus, we may reasonably expect that conforma-
tional sampling efficiency in standard MD will decrease in going
from a fully coupled (λ = 0) to fully decoupled (λ = 1) state.
The rational of using the apparently “expensive” torsional
HREM for SM02 is that the expected quality of sampling in a
enhanced sampling simulation outperforms by far that of conven-
tional run investing the same amount of computational resources,
as the collected results neatly show.
In Figure 4, the 2D probability of the dihedral angles, P(θ ,φ)
is translated into a corresponding 2D free energy surface (FES),
−RT logP(θ ,φ). The difference in the FES between conventional
and HREM is indeed striking. Apparently, conventional MD was
unable to sample correctly the GA and GG configurations of SM02
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Fig. 4 Free energy surface at T=300 K with respect to the two dihedral
angles (φ and θ dihedral angles are indicated in black and red color in in
Figure 1) of SM02 in the gas-phase, water and 1-octanol with HREM
(upper panels) and with standard MD (lower panels). The z-energy scale
is in kJ mol−1. In each plot, the zero level of the FES corresponds to the
maximum probability state.
in both water and 1-octanol, while it definitely oversamples the
GA states in the gas-phase. The free energy differences between
the various conformational states at the end states λ = 1 (fully
coupled solute) and λ = 0 (gas-phase) are of the order of 1 kcal
mol−1 and do affect the final solvation energies in a complex
manner. If these differences are not correct, because of the ex-
istence of high energetic barriers separating conformational free
energy basins, one cannot expect the final FEP value to be cor-
rect either. FES barriers heights between rotameric states on the
target state can be easily afforded in HREM simulations by com-
puting the weight of each of the sampled point in the GE using
the so-called multi-state Bennett acceptance ratio estimator54,55
(MBAR). 2D FES plots computed with MBAR are shown in the
Supporting Information along with a complete error analysis on
relative free energy differences of the four rotameric states (GG,
GA, AG, AA, see discussion near Figure 1) in water, octanol and
gas-phase computed from the HREM and standard simulations.
Given these results, would it be reasonable to expect repro-
ducible solvation free energies of SM02 from a conventional
FEP simulation of few hundreds picoseconds per stratum on few
strata? Of course not. In the supporting information, we show
that, in order to recover the FES landscape obtained with an 8 ns
of HREM simulation, at least 100 ns of simulation are needed for
the decoupled (gas-phase) SM02 molecule. Standard FEP, in this
apparently simple case, should be simply and honestly discour-
aged, as a basically unreliable methodology unless one is willing
to witlessly waste microseconds of conventional simulation.
The λ -hopping techniques are of little help in this case, since
conformational transitions are rare at full coupling and ever more
at the other extreme of the alchemical coordinate.
FEP/REST could be of some help, but the computational
time would definitely increase and the λ protocol (number and
spacing of strata) should be carefully tuned with the REST
scaling. In this regard, we point out that although the so-
called FEP/REST method was originally engineered as a mono-
dimensional HREM,18 two independent scaling parameters are
used in the technique and therefore the cost should be reasonably
comparable to that of a bi-dimensional HREM.16 As a matter of
fact, neither λ -hopping nor FEP/REST were used in the recent
LogP/SAMPL6 challenge. In all FEP submssions21 standard MD
simulations on 10 to 40 λ states were used with simulation times
per state ranging from a minumum of 5 ns to a maximum of 20
ns.
We can make a conservative estimate of the computational cost
for FEP/REST for this system based on the results reported so far.
Using 20 λ states40 including the end states,56 each simulated
for 4 ns with a four replica exchange solute tempering scheme,
we would need (optimistically) a total of 0.64 microsecond of
simulation for a reproducible LogP coefficient.
NEW techniques for the LogP of SM02
Before embarking in the FEP calculations, we should ask whether
the LogP could be computed more efficiently and rapidly with
NEW techniques, possibly also providing a decent confidence in-
terval. In NEW, starting form the canonical sampling of one end
states, the system is rapidly brought to the other end state in n
concurrent and independent NE trajectories by continuously vary-
ing the alchemical coordinate λ from 0 to 1 (fast growth) or from
1 to 0 (fast annihilation) and computing the external work as
W =
∫ ∂U
∂λ λ˙dt,
8 eventually producing a forward (growth) work
distribution PG(W ) and a reverse (annihilation) work distribution
PA(−W ). The solvation free energy can be recovered from the
collection of NE works using either unidirectional or bidirectional
estimates based on the Jarzynski and Crooks non equilibrium the-
orems:
∆G =
n
∑
i=1
e−βWi(G) (3)
∆G = −
n
∑
i=1
e−βWi(A) (4)
n
∑
i=1
1
1+ eβ (Wi(G)−∆G)
=
n
∑
i=1
1
1+ eβ (Wi(A)+∆G)
(5)
where Eqs. 3, 4, 5 are the unidirectional Jarzynski forward esti-
mate, the undirectional Jarzynsky reverse estimate and the bidi-
rectional Crooks estimates based on the maximum likelihood Ben-
nett acceptance ratio.57 Note that the fast switching protocol of
the forward and reverse transformations must be related by time
reversal in order to use the Crooks theorem in Eq. 5.
We have already collected the sampling of the end states, done
with HREM (upper panels in Figure 2). What we need now is to
produce the fast growth and annihilation of SM02 in a swarm of
independent NE trajectories initiated by representative samples of
the canonical end states at λ = 0,1. In setting up the NE stage in
NEW, one has to know that the accuracy of the method decreases
with increasing “dissipation”, namely the difference between the
mean NE work 〈W 〉 and the unknown underlying free energy. This
is so since the accuracy of the estimate depends on the overlap of
the forward and reverse distribution.8,58
From past experience on solvation energies of simple organic
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Fig. 5 Work functions during 100 representative NE fast switching alchemical trajectories for SM02 in water and 1-octanol. Growth and annihilation
trajectories are in black and red color, respectively. In each solvent, the fast growth alchemical protocol involves sequentially the Lennard-Jones
interaction (1.0≤ λ < 0.2 ) using a soft-core Beutler potential 59 regularization as λ → 1 and the electrostatic interactions 0.2≤ λ ≤ 0.0. The fast
annihilation process is done with inverted λ schedule. The forward (growth), P(WG), and backward (annihilation), P(WA), work distributions are shown
on the right side of the plots.
molecules33,34,40, we will conservatively use a fast switching time
for SM02 of 150 ps in water and of 300 ps in 1-octanol and
compute the NE work distribution from 240 NE trajectories in
each direction. The λ NE protocol provides that electrostatic and
Lennard-Jones solute-solvent interactions are switched on or off
sequentially.33 NE fast switching (growth or annihilation) compu-
tations were done with the hybrid OpenMP/MPI ORAC program
in a single parallel job on the CRESCO6 HPC platform provided
by ENEA60 and based on the Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8160
CPU 2.10GHz 48-cores processor. Each of these four parallel jobs
(growth and annihilation in water and 1-octanol) engaged a total
of 1440 cores, namely 240 instances on the MPI layer for the non
communicating NE trajectories each running with six OpenMP
threads. The total wall clock time to get the LogP result was less
than that half an hour. The total computational time invested
in the calculation was less than 250 ns including the 32 ns of
the initial equilibrium state. In the panels of Figure 5, the NEW
methodology for the computation of LogP in SM02 is illustrated
in Figure 5. The work done during the NE growth and minus the
work done in the NE annihilation processes are represented in
black and red color, respectively. Only 100 representative works
(out of the 240 produced) in each direction are shown. The work
distributions at the end of the transformations are depicted on the
right of the plots.
The solvation free energy is computed straightaway from the
work distributions using BAR.8,9,61 In BAR, the error can be
evaluated using standard bootstrap methods or even analyti-
cally, using the theoretical variance of the BAR estimate based
on the Fischer information.61 The BAR estimates for the solva-
tion energy of SM02 in water and 1-octanol using the GAFF2
force field are found to be ∆G(w) = −5.52± 0.14 kcal mol−1 and
∆G(o) = −15.10± 0.15 kcal mol−1, respectively, yielding a par-
tition coefficient of LogP = 7.05± 0.21. NEW computations us-
ing the OPLS-AA force field6,62 (work data not shown) yields
LogP = 6.24±0.43. The experimental LogP value for SM02 is 4.1
Full SAMPL6 data are availble in Ref.21.
In Figure 5, the magenta lines refer to the potential of mean
force (PMF) computed using the Gaussian assumption on every
point of the λ alchemical coordinate, namely
∆G(λ ) = 〈WG(λ )〉− 12βσG(λ )
2
∆G(λ ) = −〈WA(λ )〉+ 12βσA(λ )
2 (6)
where 〈WG/A〉 and σ2G/A are the mean and variance of the work
distribution computed in the growth or annihilation process. The
two equations in Eq. 6 constitutes two independent estimates
of the same quantity ∆G(λ ). The normality of the distributions
can be checked using well established normality tests, such as
the Anderson-Darling test.63 If the NE work is normally dis-
tributed, the Crooks theorem implies that the forward and reverse
work distribution are symmetric with respect the crossing point
W = ∆G, with βσA(λ )2/2 = βσG(λ )2/2 =Wdiss. corresponding to
the dissipated work along the alchemical coordinate. It should
be stressed that Eqs. 6 are asymptotically (i.e. for nworks → ∞)
exact64 if the distribution is Gaussian. Hence, each of the two
equations in Eq. 6 provides a reliable unidirectional and unbi-
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Fig. 6 pmf
ased estimate for finite work samples, with confidence interval
depending only on the sample variance and given by8,32
δ∆G(λ ) = 1.96
∣∣∣∣∣ σ(λ )n1/2works +
1
2
β
(
2
nworks
)1/2
σ(λ )2
∣∣∣∣∣ (7)
Note that halving the number NE trajectories, increases the error
by a factor
√
2.
The correctness of the Gaussian assumption can be instantly
checked using a single tac unix command on the PMF’s obtained
from the annihilation side (PMF.A) or the growth side (PMF.G),
i.e.
$ tac PMF.A | awk ’BEGIN {tt=$1;dg=$2}\
{print -($1-tt),-($2-dg)}’ } > PMF.g
$ tac PMF.G | awk ’BEGIN {tt=$1;dg=$2}\
{print -($1-tt),-($2-dg)}’ } > PMF.a
If the Gaussian assumption is correct, then the reconstructed
PMF’s PMF.g and PMF.a must be identical to the PMF.G and
PMF.A functions, respectively. In Figure 6, we report the actual
and reconstructed PMF from the growth side, PMF.G and PMF.g
for SM02 in water and in 1-octanol. The PMF with λ > 0.8 corre-
sponds to the SM02 charging process in both water and 1-octanol.
The Figure 6 represents a stunning demonstration of the beauty
and power of the Crooks theorem: the function PMF.g, obtained
by tac inversion of PMF.A, computed with a completely indepen-
dent set of NE measurements with respect to PMF.G, follows the
function PMF.G in the tiniest details along the λ coordinate, al-
ways remaining within the confidence interval provided by Eq. 7.
This result is important, since, when we are dealing with normal
distributions, we can reliably compute the LogP via Eqs 6 using
unidirectional measurements instead of using the BAR approach
on bidirectional experiments, hence drastically reducing the com-
putational demand of the NEW method. The bidirectional PMF
for SM02, calculated using the estimator proposed in Ref.65, is
reported in the Supporting Information.
I must stress here that the growth-based unidirectional estimate
is computationally very convenient since the end states sampling
is based on a H-REM simulation on a isolated, gas-phase molecule
embedded as a ghost in a common equilibrated solvent for all so-
lutes. Preliminary analysis of NEW SAMPL6/LogP submission21
has shown that accuracy is only moderately downgraded in the
unidirectional (growth) estimates which are on other hand, ex-
tremely favorable from a computational standpoint: a single LogP
can be computed in a matter of minutes on a Tier-1 HPC system
such as the CRESCO6 ENEA cluster equipped with Intel Skylake
48 cores CPU 2.4 GHz.66
Conclusion
In this paper I have shown why “we should get honest about sam-
pling”11 when implementing standard FEP technique with strat-
ification, using, as a specific example, the determination of the
solvation free energies of a simple organic compound that has
been included in the forthcoming extension of the SAMPL6 blind
challenge of LogP coefficients. I show that standard MD is un-
able to reproduce the HREM determined FES with respect to the
dihedral angles connecting the planar moieties of SM02 in any
media even when running for as long as 8 ns. These results call
for much more careful assessment of the convergence issue in
FEP approaches than those proposed in best practice guides of
widespread MD suites. The issue of adequate sampling in FEP
calculation of solvation and binding free energies is intimately
connected to that of providing a reliable methodological (i.e. not
force field related) confidence interval, a quantity that is of no
less importance of the free energies themselves.
The conformational sampling problem can be to a large ex-
tent bypassed at an acceptable computational cost using unidirec-
tional and bidirectional non equilibrium work (NEW) methods,
reliably recovering the solvation energy with minimal method-
ological uncertainty. NEW, at variance with FEP stratification
technology, requires equilibrium sampling only of the end states
sparing that of the inner alchemical states by exploiting power-
ful non equilibrium theorems. When dealing with system with
hard-to-sample conformational landscapes, NEW is shown, in the
specific case of SM02, to require less computational resources
with respect to a well converged FEP calculation, providing at
the same time a far more reliable methodological confidence in-
terval for the computed LogP. In this regard uncertainty on the
computed value should be considered as a key quantity in drug
development, being strictly related to the investment risk in in-
dustrial projects based on theoretical predictions. Since the NE
work histograms provides at the same time the free energy and
the associated confidence interval, in the NEW approach, so long
as the HREM sampling of the end states reflects their canonical
distribution, by design there cannot be no “uncertainty on the
uncertainty”,26 and hence there is no need for optimizing the al-
chemical protocol as, in e.g, adaptive14 equilibrium FEP-based
alchemical calculations.
NEW approaches are still rarely used in free energy calcula-
tions. In the recent SAMPL6 initiative for blind prediction of host-
Journal Name, [year], [vol.],1–10 | 7
guest binding free energies25, the only NEW submission39 turned
out be one of the best performing methods in the challenge. These
good performances of the NEW approach have been confirmed in
the second round of the SAMPL6 challenge for the LogP.21 In
spite of the fact that the rare applications of NEW methods have
been quite successfully for solvation and binding free energies of
complex molecular systems,32–39 the vast majority of practition-
ers still rely upon FEP-based technology, in most cases systemat-
ically and incautiously underrating the sampling issue.26 This is
probably due to incomplete or far-stretched analysis studies31,40
where NEW methods have been shown, in specific examples, to be
computationally comparable to or less efficient than equilibrium
approaches. As our apparently simple case has showed, compar-
ison done on the Widom insertion in a 32-particles hard spheres
fluid31 or on hydration free energies40 of small rigid molecules
may lead to incautious conclusions and cannot be, by any means,
of general validity.
In the recently released SAMPL6 challenge results on LogP co-
efficient,21 the six NEW submissions ( Cgen, GAFF2 and OPLS-
AA force fields with BAR or unidirectional fast-growth estimates)
were consistently among the highest ranking in the context of the
MD-based prediction sets. Most importantly, NEW produced sim-
ilar and mutually correlated LogP estimates, independently on
the force field used or on the the kind of estimate (BAR-based
or unidirectional fast-growth). This is strinkigly at variance with
the very disparate behaviour of FEP submissions in SAMPL6, with
different variants yielding results on opposite side of the perfor-
mance scale, revealing the sampling deficiencies that may occur
in standard or uncareful implementation of this technique.
It is expected that the present paper, besides recalling once
more that “only with adequate sampling [at all λ ’s] we can quan-
titatively assess the accuracy of a particular force field, identify
deficiencies, and improve it” and that no data can be trusted if
convergence has not accurately (and expensively) being tested,
may be of some help in overcoming the reluctance of beginners
and practitioners to explore new “paths forward”26 in free energy
calculations.
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